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McKinney, Texas – August 18, 2021
TYG Products, L.P. (TYGP) is pleased to announce that on July 16, 2021 it was
awarded the IATF 16949:2016 Letter of Conformance (LOC).
TYGP has been certified to ISO 9001 since 2002 and was one of the first
organizations in the automotive aftermarket crash parts industry to upgrade to the
new version of ISO 9001:2015. The IAFT 16949:2016 certification requires the ISO
9001:2015 certification and adds additional quality assurance requirements
specifically to produce carmaker parts. These requirements include but are not
limited to quality assurances based on the specific customer requirements from
each individual carmaker. The goal is to ensure TYGP continues to provide
customers with the highest standard of products and services.
In 1996, TYG Products, an automotive plastic bumpers manufacturing company,
was established in McKinney, Texas to serve the North American market. This
location boasts a total of 300,000 sq. ft. of bumper cover manufacturing and
warehouse space that employs up to 120 people. Always innovative and on the
leading edge of manufacturing technology, TYGP was the first aftermarket parts
manufacturer to use waterborne primer with a flame pretreated process in the
United States. Waterborne primer with flame pretreatment is a completely green
process that’s free of hazardous air pollutants (HAPs) or solvents that harm the
environment and reduces paint prep time and peeling issues. This environmentally
friendly process has been recognized by CAPA in their special Greenleaf Certified
low VOC primer program.
“We are extremely proud of our team and the efforts to attain the IATF 16949 LOC”,
said Jeff Chen, President of TYG Products. “Quality is not just a concept at TYGP,
but our backbone”. Our employees show it in our everyday work to meet the

requirements of our standard and procedures, and our engagement with
customers. The award of the IATF 16949 Letter of Conformance reflects TYGP’s
unwavering commitment to quality and services. Our laser sharp customers focus
on providing the highest quality parts is driven by our motto that TYGP “can do it
and do it better!”
For more information, please contact Chuck Duty via 972-542-1828 ext. 2004, or
chuckd@tygproducts.com

